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The logomark is inspired by elements of thai letterforms, 
and is comprised of the ‘mai toh’ tone mark, and an element 
of the letters ‘tho than’ and ‘ro ruea’ to create an abstract 
image of a person raising their hands toward the sky.

‘tho than’ ‘ro ruea’ ‘mai toh’
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Input Mono is a typeface that feels modern, but contains 
human touches like “tails” and tapered strokes.

The wordmark is set in ‘Input Mono Narrow Light,’ which is 
the brand’s primary font, but the entire Input Mono family of 
fonts and weights are available to use whenver necessary.

Input Mono Thin
Input Mono Thin Italic
Input Mono Extra Light
Input Mono Extra Light Italic
Input Mono Light
Input Mono Light Italic
Input Mono Regular
Input Mono Italic
Input Mono Medium
Input Mono Medium Italic
Input Mono Bold
Input Mono Bold Italic
Input Mono Black
Input Mono Black Italic

Input Mono Condensed Thin
Input Mono Condensed Thin Italic
Input Mono Condensed Extra Light
Input Mono Condensed Extra Light Italic
Input Mono Condensed Light
Input Mono Condensed Light Italic
Input Mono Condensed Regular
Input Mono Condensed Italic
Input Mono Condensed Medium
Input Mono Condensed Medium Italic
Input Mono Condensed Bold
Input Mono Condensed Bold Italic
Input Mono Condensed Black
Input Mono Condensed Black Italic

Input Mono Compressed Thin
Input Mono Compressed Thin Italic
Input Mono Compressed Extra Light
Input Mono Compressed Extra Light Italic
Input Mono Compressed Light
Input Mono Compressed Light Italic
Input Mono Compressed Regular
Input Mono Compressed Italic
Input Mono Compressed Medium
Input Mono Compressed Medium Italic
Input Mono Compressed Bold
Input Mono Compressed Bold Italic
Input Mono Compressed Black
Input Mono Compressed Black Italic

Input Mono Narrow Thin
Input Mono Narrow Thin Italic
Input Mono Narrow Extra Light
Input Mono Narrow Extra Light Italic
Input Mono Narrow Light
Input Mono Narrow Light Italic
Input Mono Narrow Regular
Input Mono Narrow Italic
Input Mono Narrow Medium
Input Mono Narrow Medium Italic
Input Mono Narrow Bold
Input Mono Narrow Bold Italic
Input Mono Narrow Black
Input Mono Narrow Black Italic
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The color system is inspired by the bright and saturated 
dyes and textiles seen throughout Thailand, and are 
intended to create a vibrant palette that inspires 
positive thinking like optimism and hope.

PANTONE Orange 021 C
C=0 M=83 Y=100 K=0
R=240 G=83 B=35
#f05323

PANTONE 7481 C
C=79 M=0 Y=96 K=0
R=25  G=178  B=80
#19b250

PANTONE 109 C
C=1 M=16 Y=99 K=0
R=254 G=209 B=10
#fed10a

PANTONE 210 C
C=0 M=47 Y=0 K=0
R=245 G=260 B=197
#f5a0c5

PANTONE 185 C
C=2 M=100 Y=93 = 0
R=232 G=29 B=44
#e81d2c

PANTONE 298 C
C=65 M=10 Y=2 K=0
R=64 G=180 B=226
#40b4e2
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The official website makes generous use of white 
space to better draw attention to the instances 
of thoughtful and purposeful use of color.

WE EMPOWER AND EQUIP THE LIVES OF MALE 
VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING AS WELL AS 
COMMUNITIES AT‑RISK OF EXPLOITATION AND/OR 
TRAFFICKING BY PROVIDING ACCESS TO 
CULTURALLY TAILORED PROGRAMS, KEY SOCIAL 
SERVICES ALL WITH THE AIM OF STRENGTHENING 
THESE INDIVIDUALS & COMMUNITIES TO LIVE A 
LIFE FREE FROM EXPLOITATION.

shining a light

OUR WORKABOUT CONTACT DONATE

profits

child 
pornography
There is no definition of child 
pornography in Thailand, and no 
punishment for this who 
disseminate, offer or possess 
child pornography

social  
norms

Human trafficking is extremely 
profitable. It generates 
approximately $150 billion 
annually around the world.

According to the United Nations,  
there are over 27 million modern‑ 
day slaves in the world. These  
numbers are often under‑reported  
but Urban Light exists to change  
that. The stories of these young  
men can no longer be neglected.  
Many of them are forced to move  
from the hill‑tribe villages of  
Chiang Mai into the night life of  
the red light district. In order  
to find work and provide for  
their families, many fall victim  
to a harsh life stuck in the sex  
trafficking system. 
 
Urban Light is one of the only  
organizations of their kind to  
specifically focus on helping  
young men and providing an outlet  
for safety, health and renewal.  
Most people in Thailand and  
around the world don't want to  
acknowledge the existence of male  
sex trafficking and exploitation  
– but Urban Light is here to  
educate, advocate and bring  
attention to the dark realities  
these young men face.

There is a domestic demand for 
sex services from children, which 
receive a degree of social 
tolerance due to a variety of 
contributing factors, including 
gender norms

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS  
OF SEX TRAFFICKING IN 
THAILAND

THE REALITY OF SEX 
TRAFFICKING IN 
THAILAND

URBAN LIGHT’S EIGHT PILLARS + YOUTH CENTER

The Urban Light Youth Center hosts an array of health, educational, 
creative and recreational activities for Chiang Mai’s most at‑risk and 
vulnerable males. Victims of sex trafficking and various forms of 
exploitation can access services and support in a safe drug and alcohol‑
free environment. 

Urban Light participants who do 
not have identification or health 
cards will work closely with the 
UL staff member to file the 
necessary paperwork in order to 
obtain an ID card and therefore 
be able to work in legitimate 
establishments throughout 
Thailand. UL staff will work 
closely with Chiang Mai partner 
International Justice Mission 
(IJM) when necessary should 
ancestry mapping or more severe 
cases arise. 

1. HEALTH

4. HOUSING

6. HARM REDUCTION

7. LEGAL SUPPORT

2. EMPLOYMENT

3. EDUCATION

5.PREVENTION

8. OUTREACH

Male participants will receive  
access to comprehensive health  
services including health  
education and awareness  
surrounding HIV/STI’s, teen  
pregnancy and safe‑sex practices.  
UL participants will receive free  
+ confidential HIV/STI testing  
and treatment; accompanied  
medical check‑ups with local  
hospitals; access to an on‑site  
Doctor for emergency health  
consultations and quarterly on‑ 
site clinics. 

The UL Transitional Housing  
Program (ULTHP) empowers UL  
participants to live 
independently while maintaining 
access to a supportive UL 
community. ULTHP participants 
will maintain employment, secure 
stable housing, and learn to 
access community resources 
provided by the UL staff. The 
ULTHP will support participants 
in their positive personal 
development while preparing youth 
to take the next step toward 
living a life beyond trafficking 
and exploitation. Temporary 
emergency housing is also made 
available to participants in 
conjunction with the UL Social 
Worker.

Participants will have access to  
programs, practices and 
facilities that aim to reduce the 
harms associated with the use of 
drugs if participants are unable 
or unwilling to stop abusing 
drugs. The defining features are 
the focus on the prevention of 
harm and prevention of drug‑use 
by providing access to treatment 
and rehab centers in Chiang Mai. 

The UL Employment programs 
assist out‑of‑school 
participants in building the 
necessary skills to obtain and 
retain employment through a 
holistic approach of job 
readiness and life skills 
training, job placement 
services, computer instruction, 
and preparation to live a life 
beyond the red light district.

Urban Light Participants will 
have access to programs including  
culturally relevant life skills  
workshops, year‑round tutoring  
assistance, Thai language 
classes, health, fitness, and art  
activities, as well as computer 
literacy classes. For school‑age 
participants the UL staff member 
will enroll and accompany youth 
through the registration into 
formal Thai school or ‘Go‑sa‑
no’ (GED).

As much as Urban Light is 
committed to the young men we 
serve we also recognize that 
there is a tremendous number of 
vulnerable youth who can fall 
prey to trafficking and 
exploitation. Urban Light is 
committed to working with youth 
from local villages and 
neighborhoods to educate and 
ignite local conversation around 
the risks of sex and labor 
trafficking. Our aim is to 
prevent a new generation of young 
at‑risk from becoming victims.

At‑risk and vulnerable males in 
Chiang Mai’s notorious sex‑bars, 
massage parlors, and street‑based 
locations will have weekly visits 
by an UL staff member who will 
provide emergency on‑site health 
services and resources, health 
kits, emergency hotline 
information and access to snacks/
food. The UL outreach efforts 
will further identify trafficking 
victims and locations where 
trafficking and exploitation is 
occurring.

United States of America 60,100

human trafficking 
numbers around the globe

Indonesia 714,100

Thailand 475,300

Mauritania 155,600

annual 
impact reports

2018 201920172016

SOURCE: Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus auctor fringilla.

† Urban Light is committed to the protection of the boys and men it serves. The names and photos of Urban Light beneficiaries that 

appear on this site have been respectively altered and blurred out, unless explicit consent has been obtained from the beneficiary. 

All information provided on this site has been reviewed to ensure strict compliance with our Child Protection Policy which adheres 

to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, to which both Thailand and the United States are signatories.

ABOUT 
OUR WORK 
CONTACT 
 
volunteer + donate 

educational resources 

annual impact reports

in partnership with

©2019 the urban light foundation

facebook 

twitter 

instagram

DONATE

subscribe to our newsletter

SUBSCRIBEEMAIL ADDRESS
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The logomark can be extracted and combined with 
elements like headlines, and incorporated into apparel, 
decals, and other awareness-driving products.
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This example branded stationery set include letterhead 
and half-letterhead, as well as enevelopes and business 
cards that showcase the logo and vibrant color palette.
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